The need for innovative technologies to accelerate pharmaceutical research and development has never been greater. Seeking to be at the forefront of cutting-edge science, Boehringer Ingelheim is expanding its growing global network of technology partners to complement its own expertise in research, development and translational medicine.

Scientists at our major research sites, together with our academic and industry partners, are pursuing novel technologies to support therapeutic advances in areas of key unmet medical need. We have the ambition to identify and translate the most promising technology innovations into impactful applications across a broad range of research fields.

Our specific partnering interests offer various opportunities for collaboration:
• Platform and enabling technologies enhancing our NCE capabilities or supporting our therapeutic areas
• Lead/tool generation: Technologies for rapid generation of probes/tools for the validation of new therapeutic concepts
• Accelerating timelines from tool to lead, lead to drug as well as in drug development
• Applications of artificial intelligence and machine learning in drug discovery and translational sciences
• New modalities beyond small molecules to address difficult targets and expand our NCE target space
• Technologies for target deconvolution of phenotypic screens
• Approaches and technologies that enable small molecules as modalities for RNA targets
• 3D cell systems: From organoids to organs on a chip
• Targeted intracellular delivery technologies
• Companion diagnostics.

If you share our goal of researching and developing new medications to improve the health of people around the world please join us in...

Working together for better health